
What Does It Mean To Be  
A People of Welcome? 

 
 
Welcoming is most often associated with “bigness.” We speak about “expanding the circle” and making 
more room. We talk about make ourselves larger through the practice of welcoming in new experiences 
and new ideas. But there is also the work of becoming smaller. And sometimes that is the even more 
important work.   
 
For instance, those of us who are white are learning that true welcoming of diversity just can’t happen 
until we shrink and de-center our voices. We also know that expanding community and welcoming 
newcomers requires right-sizing our needs and putting our preferences second. Welcoming regularly 
involves the smallness of humility and willingness to listen and learn. The great spiritual teachers remind 
us that the key to feeling at home in the universe is seeing ourselves as a tiny but precious part of a 
greater whole, rather than believing that the whole world revolves around us. Downsizing and living 
simply allows us to welcome in more experience, adventure and peace. And, of course, there’s also the 
work of downsizing our egos enough to admit mistakes, ask for forgiveness and welcome in the work of 
repair.  
 
Bottom line: There is a deep spiritual connection between the smallness of self and the expansiveness of 
relationship. It’s a curious and wonderful truth: the road to widening the circle often starts with limiting 
our own size. By becoming “smaller,” we paradoxically are better able to welcome in and receive the gift 
of “more.”   
  



Your Question 
As always, don’t treat these questions like “homework” or a list that needs to be covered in its entirety.  
Instead, simply pick the one question that speaks to you most and let it lead you where you need to go. 
The goal is not to analyze what “welcome” means in the abstract, but to figure out what being a part of 
a people of welcome means for you and your daily living. So, which question is calling to you? Which one 
contains “your work”? 
 
 

1. Do you spend more time welcoming in gifts or keeping out threats? 

 
2. Can you remember the last time you truly “widened the circle”? 

 
3. Might widening the circle mean you stepping away from the center? 

 
4. Do you notice your ruts? Have you slipped so deeply into routine that you don’t even notice 

anymore? When was the last time you welcomed in something new? 

 
5. What would it mean to give yourself permission to shut the door for a while? Have you been too 

welcoming and tolerant of a toxic relationship or soul-killing commitment? 

 
6. Is your house really ready for guests? Sometimes we need to get our house in order before we 

welcome in the new? What kind of clutter in your life needs cleaned up? 

 
7. Is believing “I’m the only one” or “No one can understand” separating you from belonging? 

 
8. Do you know yourself well enough to know where you belong? 

 
9. Do you believe that you have to earn belonging? What would your life look like if you didn’t 

have to prove that you’re worthy? 

 
10. That mess or roadblock which just came your way?  Are you sure that it’s not a guest in disguise 

trying to offer you a gift? Are you sure you need to fight or fix it? Or is welcoming it in and 

embracing it what you really need to do? 

 
11. Are you ready to finally let that grief in? 

 
12. What’s your question? Your question may not be listed above. As always, if the above 

questions don't include what life is asking from you, spend the month listening to your days to 

hear it.   


